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1. Product introduction
FixtureBuilder is a 3D CAD package that has been created with software provider 
IronCAD, to enable users to create, edit, document and export a metrology fixture set up 
for use in offline programming. The software also automatically generates a ‘Build It’ 
document, which includes comprehensive build instructions on how to assemble the 
fixture, preview images of how the fixture should look, and a bill of materials (BOM) to 
aid the user with parts usage and ordering.  

NOTE: The software will not automatically create the fixture for the user, it requires a 
basic understanding of fixturing principles and also a basic knowledge of R&R’s 
fixturing kits.  

2. FixtureBuilder download
FixtureBuilder is available to download via the rrfixtures.com website 
(http://www.rrfixtures.com/fixturebuilder) and on downloading you will need to click on the 
‘R&R FixtureBuilder’ icon to start the download manager. This feature speeds up the 
main software download and allows users with slow and intermittent internet connections 
to download the software. Please chose either the 32bit or 64bit installation depending on 
the Operating System installed on your PC (can be found in the Windows ‘System 
Properties’ screen). 

http://www.renishaw.com/fixturebuilder
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3. FixtureBuilder installation
To install FixtureBuilder, double click on the software file. This will bring up the following 
window, click ‘OK’ to continue. 

Clicking OK in the previous window will launch WinZip, click ‘Unzip’ and the software will 
unzip and automatically start the installer. 

The installer will now launch, clicking ‘Install’ through the following series of windows will 
ensure the software installs correctly. 

NOTE: when working through the installer, you need to select the scene type.  English 
will be common for most customers in the US.  
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4. Free trial activation
Once installed, FixtureBuilder will allow users to have a 7 day free trial. This trial is a full 
unrestricted version and will allow the user to have full access to the software. The 
license will stop the user from opening the software after 7 days.  

NOTE: Uninstalling and re-installing the software will not restart the trial so only activate 
the free trial when you plan on using the software.  

To activate the trial, you will need to fill out the contact forms and click ‘Next’. 
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5. License activation
After the free trial has expired, or when you want to activate a purchased license, you will 
see the following window on launching FixtureBuilder. To activate the software, click on 
the ‘Register Your Commercial License’ button and click next.  

If you have purchased a license you will need to input the license details in the following 
box (serial number and codeword): 
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6. Getting started
FixtureBuilder is accessible via the Desktop Icon, clicking on this will launch the 
application: 

Clicking the icon under ‘New’, will launch a new blank scene, you will need to select the 
scene style after clicking this button. Alternatively, clicking ‘Open’ will allow you to search 
for a previously configured FixtureBuilder file.  
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7. FixtureBuilder scene navigation

Catalog 
Browser 

Scene 
Browser 

Ribbon Bar 
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8. Catalog browser
The catalog browser contains the full range of modular fixturing components across 
M4, 1/4-20 and M8 thread sizes. The different catalogs can be navigated by clicking 
the tabs at the bottom of the Catalog Browser shown in the image below. 

NOTE: ensure you always use the correct threaded components with the base plate or 
the auto snap function will not work (i.e. M4 components with M4 plates).  

To enter into a specific catalog (clamps, adjustables, standoffs etc…) double click on 
 icon the catalog icon to open that catalog set. To go back, you need to click the     a 

at the top of the catalog browser. 
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The catalog browser can also be customized with specific components (maybe to suit a 
customer’s purchased parts). To create a new catalog, click on the ‘New’ button in the 
Catalog section of the Ribbon bar. This will open a new catalog on the left:  

To populate the new catalog, simply right click on the component you want (found in the 
default FixtureBuilder catalogs), copy and paste into the newly created catalog. 

To save the new catalog, click ‘Save As’ on the Catalog section on the Ribbon Bar to 
rename and save the new catalog. 
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9. Using the TriBall®

The TriBall is a feature within FixtureBuilder that allows for the quick manipulation of parts 
within the working environment. Parts can be moved and rotated about the X, Y and Z 
axis with the left mouse button.  

To activate the TriBall, you will first need to select a part to move. Once you have a part, 
or multiple parts selected, click the TriBall button on the Ribbon Bar (or press the F10 key).  

The TriBall can then be used to move the part in the X, Y and Z axis by clicking and 
dragging on the red nodes on the outside of the TriBall . When the mouse button is 
released, specific dimensions can be added to the text box that appears. 

X Axis 

Y Axis 

Z Axis 
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To rotate the part, you will need to click once on the outer nodes of the TriBall®. The axis 
will turn yellow (see below) which will allow the part to rotate about it by clicking and 
dragging within the TriBall.   

Parts can also be aligned using the TriBall (for example squaring off on the plate) by right 
clicking on the blue central nodes of the TriBall. An options list will then appear from 
which you can select ‘Parallel to Edge’. This can be done with any component when the 
TriBall is activated. 

Z Axis locked, allowing 
the part to be rotated 
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10. Creating a fixture
Useful Keys: 

F7 – aligns the view normal to a face/feature by clicking on the item you want to look at 

F8 – fits the fixture to the scene 

F9 – turns on/off perspective mode 

F10 – activates / de-activates the TriBall®  

If you do not have a scene already open, to create a new scene, click on ‘New’ in the 
welcome window, or click on the ‘New Scene’ button at the top of the ribbon bar.  

The first step with creating any fixture, usually starts with a base plate (this should be 
selected based on the part size or machine you are using). To position a plate in the 
scene, select an appropriate plate from the ‘Plates’ catalog. To position the plate, 
simply drag and drop it out of the catalog into the scene.  

TIP: after dropping the plate, pressing F8 will fit the plate to the scene window. 
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After the plate has been placed, you can now Import a part. Click the ‘Import’ button on 
the ribbon bar, select a suitable file and click ‘Open’. FixtureBuilder supports all major 
CAD formats (visit the R&R Fixtures FixtureBuilder webpage for full details). 

The part will now need to be approximately positioned in the scene. Typically parts will be 
centralized on the plate, however this can change when multiple parts are added to one 
plate. To position the part you will need to select the part and press the ‘Smart’ or ‘F10’ 
key. The part can then be moved as shown in the ‘Using the TriBall®’ section above 
(more accurate positioning will follow once the fixture has been built).   

TIP: you can check how high the part is positioned above the plate by using the ‘Smart 
Dimension’ tool on the Ribbon bar. This may be useful for machines with restricted 
measuring ranges. 
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Once the part is positioned on the plate, the fixturing components can then be added. To 
do this, simply drag and drop the components out of their relevant catalogs. As you drag 
the component over the plate, the software will inform you of the hole position you are 
about to drop the component in. To stack components, drag the next component over the 
top of the previous and it will automatically snap into position.  

TIP: always remember to build fixtures using the ‘3-2-1’ principle, to ensure the fixture is 
both stable and repeatable. This can be found at the end of this document. 
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To position the part on the fixture, you will need to use the ‘Constraints’ feature. This will 
allow you to assign relationships between the part and the fixture, to ensure the part is 
correctly positioned.  

To do this, first you will need to 1) select the part you wish to constrain, it will either 
then be outlined blue (if it is a single part), or yellow (if it is an assembly). When it is 
selected, 2) click the ‘Positioning Constraints’ button on the Ribbon Bar. This will show 
the constraints tool on the left hand side. 

NOTE: Before applying any constraints, ensure the highlighted box below is ticked before 
assigning constraints, as this allows the software to understand which parts to move 
when constraints are applied. 
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Various constraint options are available for aligning the part to the fixture, the most 
common will be ‘mate’ and ‘tangent’. Mate constraints align two faces together, and 
tangent constraints are used to align a flat surface with a cylinder. Tangent constraints 
have been used below to assign the part to the XZ axis supports of the fixture.  

Step 1) is to select the face of the part you want to move, 2) select the face of the fixture 
component 3) click ‘Apply and Exit’. 

1

2

3
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TIP: sometimes when applying constraints, the part will overlap fixturing components. If 
this happens, to ensure the constraints solver uses the correct face, it is recommended to 
reposition the part using the TriBall® away from the fixturing components.   

Further constraints can then be added to align the part with the X and Y axis fixture 
positions. Take care to always select the part before clicking the ‘Positioning 
Constraints’ button and ensure the tick box is checked in the constraints box (see page 
15). 
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11. Mechanism mode
Mechanism Mode is a tool within FixtureBuilder that allows the user to manipulate 
fixturing components to move as they would in real life. This is simply done by clicking 
and dragging on the adjustable part of the fixturing component. Collision detection is then 
used to stop the components moving any further when they come into contact with a part. 
Mechanism mode will commonly be used for assigning clamps to a part and pushing 
adjustable slide bases into position. It can also be used to move adjustable height stands, 
slide bases, etc.  

Step 1) is to click the ‘Mechanism Mode’ button on Ribbon Bar, 2) drag the fixture 
component into place on the part (collision detection will stop the part from moving), 3) 
click 
‘Apply and Exit’. 

NOTE:  the user must ensure the adjustable section of the fixturing component is 
dragged (i.e. the tension clamp arm) and that standoffs are repositioned outside of 
Mechanism Mode.  

3

2

1
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12. Creating the ‘Build It’ document
When the fixture is complete, the user can click on the ‘Build It!’ button located on the 
Ribbon bar.  

The user then needs to select a file location and name for the document, and click 
‘Save’. This will launch a HTML document with build instructions, images of the fixture 
and also a bill of materials. The HTML document can then be printed or saved as a PDF 
through the internet browser screen.  
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The bill of materials in the build it document will also make reference to your work piece. 
If you want to edit the name of this you will need to select your part and right click on it 
and select ‘Part Properties’. 

Within this window, you can then either rename your part with a specific part number 
and description, or you can untick the ‘Include this shape in BOM’ to remove from the 
Build It. 
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13. Exporting the fixture
Exports of the fixture can be configured in a number of different formats which can then 
be used for offline programming. It is also possible to export the fixture separate to the 
part, which is explained later on in this section.  

To configure your fixture and part for export, you will need to select all parts/components 
in the scene using ‘CTRL + A’. Then by clicking the ‘Assemble’ button on the Ribbon 
bar, the parts will be assigned to one assembly. 

When assembled, the fixture will highlight yellow, which can then be exported using the 
‘Export Part’ button. The file will then need to be named, assigned an export format and 
saved.  
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To configure your fixture for export without the part, but using the parts’ coordinate 
system, you will need to take a few more steps. This is particularly useful if you are 
wanting to import the fixture separately and use a native part file in your programming 
software.  

Step 1) involves selecting all of the fixturing components in the scene (remember to 
deselect the part being measured). Then by clicking the ‘Assemble’ button on the 
Ribbon bar, the fixture will be created as an assembly. Step 2) involves repeating this 
process but only selecting the part. This will leave you with two assemblies. Step 3) you 
will need to first select the part assembly, and then the fixture assembly. When these are 
both highlighted yellow, you need to click ‘Assemble’ for the final time. 

1 

3 

2 

Select the fixturing and 
click ‘Assemble’ 

Select the part 
only and click 
‘Assemble’

Select the part first, then the 
fixture by holding ‘SHIFT’ 
and then click ‘Assemble’ 
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Step 4) involves modifying the position of the assembly. To do this, right click on the 
fixture assembly and select ‘Assembly Properties’. 

Step 5) involves changing all values in the ‘Position’ tab to zero and clicking ‘OK’. 

NOTE: this may alter the position of the fixture in the scene. To re-centralize, press the 
F8 key. 

4 

5 
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Step 6) will require the part to be suppressed from the scene. To do this, you will need to 
click on the part assembly (selectable from the Scene Browser) so that only the part is 
highlighted yellow. Then by right clicking on the assembly icon for the part, and selecting 
‘Suppress’ the part will disappear from the fixture. It can be un-supressed by repeating 
step 6. 

Step 7) to export, select the top assembly icon, and click ‘Export’. 

6

7
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14. Fixturing Principles
With any fixturing application, it is important to remember the key fixturing principles. 
These will ensure that any fixture built will be stable enough and correctly designed to 
ensure repeatable measurements can be taken. 

3-2-1 Principle – outlines the core procedure for any fixture.

• 3 points of support in Z axis (primary datum)

• 2 points to fix the X axis (secondary datum)

• 1 point to fix the Y axis (tertiary datum)

The part must first be supported by 3 contact points (green standoffs). This fixes the Z 
movement of the part while ensuring it has a stable base to rest on. 

NOTE: more than 3 points can be used for very large, heavy parts. 

The part must then be secured in the X and Y axis to stop translation and rotation. To do 
this two contact points need to be created to fix the Y movement (blue standoffs) and 
finally, one point is needed to fix the X movement (red standoff). 
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Clamping – ensures the part does not move under inspection 

When clamping, it is recommended to clamp above a supporting standoff. This not only 
ensures the part is not deformed by the clamping, but it also ensures that the part is 
rested on its datum features.  

       Clamping used between standoffs should be avoided  Clamping above standoffs is recommended 

Adjustability 

NOTE: Adjustable components should be reduced where possible as they can reduce the 
reproducibility of the fixture. 

Using adjustable components is a great way of building a fixture that exactly fits the part 
being inspected. If the user is going to be breaking down and rebuilding the fixture 
frequently, it is advised to keep these to a minimum as they are hard to reproduce in 
exactly the correct positions. However, adjustable height standoffs can be measured with 
a vernier calliper to check and record heights. 
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